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Who steps in to aid Santa and the rest of the Christmas Delivery Team when events do
not go as planned? The answers are found in Santa’s Heroes. A varied assortment of
individuals, ones you could meet on the street and those that exist only in your imagination help
Santa through many adverse situations. Unlikely helpers include a cowboy and his horse, sled
dogs that can fly, and the United States Marine Corps Reserve. In this relatively small volume
we also learn much of how Santa accomplishes his yearly task. How does he fit presents for a
world of children in one bag? Why does no one ever catch Santa in the act of leaving gifts,
unless it is meant for one to see him?
Santa’s Heroes is a delightful book, suitable in my opinion for anyone capable of reading
it. One might also read it, a story or chapter at a time, to pre-schoolers. Yet it has qualities that
make it worthwhile for adults to read. Older readers with a sentimental heart will feel their eyes
water in places. Goodness, cooperation, and happy endings prevail. It is a feel good read.
Santa’s Heroes, ISBN 978-0-9788507-3-9 was originally self-published by Robert L.
Manion. A newer edition, ISBN 978-1-936178-09-4 had been published by Gray Dog Press
and retails for $13.00.
Reviewed by Kate Poitevin
Santa’s Heroes is a collection of light hearted, fanciful, and imaginative tales about Santa.
Mr. Manion tells behind the scenes stories of Santa and his other friends, and it is full of
wonderful, rich characters. There’s Sydney, the little girl who visits Santa’s Village in her
dreams (and apparently we all can) A lonely cowboy with a big heart, flying sled dogs, a
missing penguin egg, last minute panic when the gift count comes up short, and even a
mischievous Leprechaun to please us Irish folk. The best part, though, is finally learning the
secret about how Santa gets all those gifts into one bag. Don’t try to get me to tell you. I’ve
keep the secret of The Sixth Sense to this day, I’m not likely to be bribed to tell this one.

